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GOANNA NEWS 
JULY 2015 

BOBS FIELD TRAINING CAMP FOR JUNE 2015……… 

This season we have concentrated on helping as many people as possible 

through our field training program. We took half a dozen novice 

prospectors under our wing to show them how it’s done. The weekend 

produced 8 little nuggets that were spread around fairly well. The 

Mookerawa State Park is an ideal training location & we thank the park 

management for assisting us in our efforts. The next Field training event 

will be on the 11th & 12th July & again on the 8th & 9th August. There are 

still a few places for the August Camp available. The cost is just $150 for 2 

days of personalized training in actual historical gold fields. Dogs are 

welcome & camp fires are allowed. Camping fees are very reasonable & 

family are welcome to come along. We only charge for the participants 

who are training. It is cold but we produce results & you get to keep the 

GOLD!  

DETECTOR ETIQUETTE…… 

This month I would like to touch on a subject that is more human 
related & less detector related. There IS a code of etiquette for using 
metal detectors & to ensure this common knowledge is known to all 
we will put it into print so people know. Following the etiquette will 
help prevent ugly confrontations & arguments & relates to both 
treasure & gold hunting. 

 For those that do not know I shall now explain that 2 metal 
detectors in close proximity will detect each other & it 
makes them both unstable & noisy. Be mindful of others in 
the proximity & if you get too close, back off. You can’t 
claim ignorance. You both can hear the signal distortion. 

 Others have a right to be in public areas. Don’t use the 
detector instability feature to drive people out of an area 
you want to detect. It’s not yours so back off & wait till 
they move on. First in, first served. 

 Because you have spent a day working an area, it does not 
make it yours. If you find people in your patch days, weeks 
or months later…..throwing your weight around gets you 
nowhere, unless you hold a paid up lease over a site. If you 
do own a lease make sure you signpost it so people know 
your boundaries. 

 Fence jumping in NOT nice & is a felony. Seek permission 
from land or lease owners before entering. 

 Beaches & parks are public places. If someone beats you to 
the “good spot” back off & wait till they leave. 

 A physical, verbal or intimidation attack is not OK. Neither 
is damaging others peoples possessions. If you are a 
legitimate lease holder & encroachers won’t leave call the 
police. If you are on a lease by mistake, then apologize & 
leave. Signage & lease boundary marking is the 
responsibility of the lease holder. 

 

 

 Fill your holes. Holes are a danger to humans & 

animals & can precipitate erosion. Not filling 

them is lazy. People will find out it is you & the 

reputation will follow you. 

 There is no need for LOUD external speakers. 

The only person who needs to know you have a 

target is YOU. Position the speaker close to 

your ear &drop the volume back. If you are 

hearing impaired you will probably get better 

results with headphones anyway. 

 Take the metal junk you find with you. Leaving 

it in the holes just to frustrate others is nasty, 

so is seeding an area with lead shot or the like. 

Responsible prospectors act to clean the 

ground of metal junk to keep our bushland 

pristine. Don’t deliberately foul it. That 

includes beach going treasure hunters. 

Removing dangerous bits of scrap metal helps 

keep our pristine beaches desirable for 

swimmers etc. They drop the goodies you like 

to find so keep it nice so they come back again. 

 If you see a pick sitting in a hole, that means 

the prospector is not done yet. He may have 

needed an emergency call of nature. Leave it & 

walk away.  

 If you fill your hole & walk away….you are 

done. If the next prospector comes along & re-

digs your hole & extracts the target you 

missed, to bad….it’s NOT yours. 

Hope this insight into etiquette improves human 

behaviour in the field. Happy detecting one & all.   
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH….. 

This month we are featuring the just announced 

Minelab SPECIAL DEAL. From July 1st till August 31st 

[or until stocks expire] the SDC 2300 will come with a 

FREE X-Terra 305. That is a $395 Freebie. What a 

Deal! And we will throw in a control box cover [value 

$60]. Now the saving is $455. Want one? HURRY 

before this popular deal expires!! 

 

 

 

SDC 2300….. BEST THING SINCE SLICED BREAD! 

This is a big claim but here are 2 stories submitted to us from 

2 different customers. 

Customer 1: Took a 1 month trip to Tibooburra & ended up 

with over 550 pieces of gold for a weight of 44gms. Also had a 

great time & made his mates envious. 

Customer 2: Has been steadily accumulating gold all season. 

Total is currently 815 pieces for approx. 80gms. Also having a 

good time & prompted his mate’s phone call to enquire about 

them. Don’t really need to say more than that. The stats 

speak for themselves. But here is the tick list again for those 

just discovering how good the SDC 2300 is: 

 Great value…just $3999 

 Excellent high yield detector [see stories above] 

 Super simple to operate   

 Very compact 

 Waterproof to 10ft. Rain & creeks are no problem. 

 Using the latest in Minelab cutting edge innovation. 

 No harness, no heavy batteries, light weight. 

 Includes batteries, charger, headphones 

 Durable. Heavy duty Mil spec housing 

 Has a salt mode! It works on the beach too. Versatile. 

 

 

 

TIP OF THE MONTH…….. 

The Field Training Camps have gone well so far this year & 

the July one is just about to take place. If you need help, 

there is no need to flounder. There are a few places left in 

the August camp to be held on the 8th & 9th. $150 is a fair 

price for 2 days of personalized training delivered on a gold 

field. My tip is…don’t put it off……. 

 
COMPETITION REMINDER…… 

This is a reminder that the Go-Find 40 prize draw will 

close on the last day of July. All entries must be here 

before the 31st July. The draw will take place on 

August 1st mid-morning. The winner will be notified & a 

first name [no other details] will be published in our 

newsletter. The prize will be sent out shortly after the 

draw. On the same day the major holiday prize for 

those who have bought a GPZ 7000 will take place. 

The winner will be notified, their first name published 

in our newsletter & announced on our goanna gold 

detectors facebook page. The holiday is booked for 

the last week of October so the season should be over 

& the winner can enjoy a well-earned break. $1300 

spending money will be included. For anyone 

contemplating purchasing a GPZ 7000, I urge you to 

do it this month to be included in this low volume prize 

draw. This is the best prize we have ever offered & is 

part of our commitment to take care of our valued 

customers. Good luck to all competition entrants   

ATTENTION GPZ 7000 OWNERS……..  

This is just a note to advise that we will be sending out a 

brief questionnaire in the near future. It is part of our 

follow up & Minelab have asked us to ask some specific 

questions as part of their quality assurance. We would also 

like to know how we can support & serve you better.  

Will send a self-addressed stamped envelope & ask that 

you please fill it out & return it. We understand that 

people hate filling out surveys but to compensate you for 

your efforts we will be sending you 20 Goanna Dollars to 

spend in the shop any time in the next 12 months.  

PS: Just a footnote to say that we have had GPZ control 

box, screen & module covers tailor made & they will be 

available very soon. These covers afford great all over 

coverage of the control box, screen & module. We will be 

giving away 1 set to someone who returns the survey as a 

prize draw on August 10th 2015. Your opinion matters. 

GPZ UPDATE….. 

One of the biggest barriers to GPZ ownership is the price. 
Our efforts to secure “FAIR” finance have been 
unsuccessful but I recently received confirmation that 
Minelab have a finance plan in the pipeline. No details are 
available but for those frustrated by the unattainability of 
this cutting edge detector we have a glimmer of hope. 
We’ll keep you informed as we learn more. 
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GOANNA NEWS 
AUGUST 2015 

New requirement for camping in the Central Victorian 
Goldfields….. A message from the PMAV.  

Hello everyone,  
I am not sure if you are aware that there is a new requirement 

when applying for a permit from the old DSE for approval to 
camp in the Central Victorian Goldfields.  
Your applications will now be forwarded to the Dja Dja 

Wurrung Clans for comment. This is apparently to ensure you 
aren’t going to disturb any known aboriginal heritage.  

While there is no cost involved, you will need to apply at least 
8 weeks in advance to allow DDWC to comment.  
You may like to consider that if your application is rejected, 

you will need to start the whole process over again, you 
cannot ring around to change the venue.  

The PMAV is working on a resolution to this to make it more 
workable and have had preliminary discussions with DDWC in 
this regards. [Information source Parramatta Prospecting Club Newsletter] 
 

 

BOB’S FIELD TRAINING CAMP 
FOR AUGUST…..LAST CHANCE 

With the August Training Camp 
application being open for the past 3 
months we are just offering a last 
minute chance to anyone desperately 
looking for help with their metal 
detectors. August will be the LAST 
Training Camp we will run for the 2015 
season. It is $150 for the 2 days & it will 
be at the Mookerawa State Recreation 
Park. These are highly sought after 
positions in a very limited offering so if 
you have no real intention of turning up 
then please notify us sooner rather than 
later so we can let someone else in. 
Only payment will secure your place.  

The August Training Camp will be at the 
Mookerawa State Park on the 8th & 9th 
August 2015. 

BOB’S FIELD TRAINING CAMP FOR 

AUGUST 2015…. 

I _____________________ would like to 

be part of the August 8th & 9th 2015 

Training Camp to be held at the 

Mookerawa State Recreation Park. My 

address is: ________________________ 

__________________ Post Code_________. 

My phone number is: ________________. 

My detector model is: _______________. 

My email is: _______________________.  

NEW FEATURES IN THE GO-FIND 40 & 60 REVEALED……. 

GO-FIND Adventure Every Day by using this versatile App to communicate with your Minelab GO-

FIND 40 or GO-FIND 60 metal detector. Searching for coins and treasure, in the park or on the beach, 

has never been easier with the use of mobile smartphone technology to communicate with and control 

your detector. It’s awesome fun for the whole family! 

Use your smartphone speaker to let you know when you have found something and quickly identify 

treasure from trash with the Treasure View colour display. Your smartphone acts as an extension to 

the GO-FIND detector and provides extra features and performance not available in the detector alone. 

In a world first for metal detectors, you can identify common coins before you dig them and also 

record your finds on Google Maps, all via your mobile phone! The major App features are: 

• Identify common coins 

• View detector information 

• Listen to music and detect at the same time 

• Share your finds on Facebook 

• Record your finds on Google Maps (Pro version only)  

• Remote control your detector (Pro version only) 

• Adjust advanced settings (Pro version only) 

The GO-FIND app comes in two versions – Basic and Pro. 

The GO-FIND 40 detector works with the Basic App (FREE) and you can upgrade to the Pro version by 

In-App purchase. 

The GO-FIND 60 detector works with the full Pro App (FREE). 

(Note: The GO-FIND 20 detector App does NOT work with the GO-FIND App.) 

So find your fortune today with a Minelab GO-FIND detector and the GO-FIND App. 

 

Visit www.minelab.com for further 

information about the GO-FIND Series of 

detectors and how to use them with your 

smartphone. 

Tested Devices: Samsung Galaxy S3, 

Samsung Galaxy S4, Samsung Galaxy S5, 

Samsung Galaxy Note 3, Samsung Galaxy 

Note Edge, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Google 

Nexus 4, Google Nexus 5, Motorola Moto E, 

HTC M7, HTC M8, Sony Xperia Z2 
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JULY TRAINING CAMP REPORT….. 

In the face of dire weather reports for NSW we headed off on a 

wet Friday to the Mookerawa State Recreation Park. It is one of 

our favourite Gold Fields because of the amenities & easy access 

to gold. That is what we need for beginners. However, the reports 

kept many at home & the few that turned up were treated to a 

session of intensive training in perfect detecting conditions on the 

Saturday. Overnight storms made the ground boggy but a virtually 

dry morning allowed further detecting on the Sunday morning. It 

was interrupted by some light showers but the cold & increasingly 

windy conditions meant that by lunch time the best of the 

conditions were done.  

The most exciting part was the find of the weekend. A young man 

picked up his new SDC 2300 on Saturday afternoon. He, his 

younger brother & his dad headed over to the spot we had 

selected to train on & in less than hour he had pick up his first 2 

grams of gold. What an effort! He’d spent time with his pop in the 

past & it certainly paid off. He has a bright future.  

 

 

 

 

 

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH…. 

             

We now have 

a new 

product line 

which are 

attractive 

vinyl control 

box covers 

for the SDC 

2300. 

Canvas camo coloured ones will soon be 

available also. It has a soft felt lining, 

Velcro fastenings & coverage over the top 

of the machine as well. Cost is $60 

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE GPZ 7000…. 

The GPZ 7000 arrived into the market place in February 2015 with little fanfare or 

warning. Initially, limited supply meant that getting the units out there for testing & 

appraisal meant delays in getting good info to the market. Dealer training programs were 

limited & far away so reviews were delayed. However, early purchasers began to report 

back on some outstanding results. Once the initial supply issues subsided we obtained a 

GPZ 7000 & set about testing it in earnest. Our findings supported the many field reports 

offered by others. This machine is a piece of technologic brilliance. In an environment of 

increasingly more difficult target locating the GPZ 7000 breathes new life into these 

heavily worked publically accessible fossicking areas by extracting very small gold targets 

at depths well beyond expectation. So, does this exceptional depth increase apply to 

larger deep targets as well…..yes. The new super D coil design provides, super 

sensitivity, super stability & super depth all rolled into one. But all that extra wire makes 

for a heavy 14”Double Double D coil. As predicted the shape does replicate the CTX 

3030. The clip on battery system is superior to the lug it on your back design because 

you can separate yourself from the machine to dig more freely. The wireless module has 

attracted some mixed reviews. It needs to be kept close to the control box to ensure the 

Bluetooth range is not breached. Some plug headphones directly into the machine & that 

works well too. The GPZ is easier to set than the GPX series but ground balancing has 

created a new set of issues because people try to drive it like a GPX & it is nothing like a 

GPX. Herein lies the next group of complaints. Expertise with a GPX does not 

automatically extend expertise to the GPZ. However, with a little patience, retraining & 

persistence yields can be achieved greater than 3 to 4 times that of the GPX series. We 

have repeated this result again & again & so have others so we know this to be true. We 

have heard complaints pertaining to various operating parameter failings but we have 

found none of them to be substantiated. There have been reports of a few lemons off the 

production line but there were issues with GPX 5000, GPX 4500 & GPX 4000 as well. It 

is no worse than the anticipated manufacturing bloopers we normally see. It is true that 

Minelab failed to supply a decent detailed operating manual but that issue has been 

solved & our customers DO get a ring bound quality manual. Ground balancing is a 

completely different process. Automated ground balance means that after the initial 

ground balance it needs to be left alone. However, old habits die hard & this has been the 

source of some complaints as a few operators make fundamental mistakes. Minelab 

recently issued a “Ferrite” to assist with the process & it works a treat….speeding up the 

ground balancing process & offering more accuracy. Future GPZs will all come with 

Ferrites as a standard item. This detector is a brilliant evolution of technology & Minelab 

have spent many years & millions of dollars developing it. So, money is the final area for 

discussion. At $10,700 per unit there is no doubt it blind-sided many people. The cost is 

high, which makes it exclusive. That makes some people very unhappy. However, the 

promise of fair financing on the horizon should help people gain access to this brilliant 

machine. The machine is heavy but the supported harness, control arm & bungy manage 

the weight well. We hope we have offered a fair assessment of the GPZ 7000. It gets our 

thumbs up because it works better & gets more gold than anything else at the top end.   

 

 

 

TIP OF THE MONTH….. 

This month we just want to remind people that it is 

important that we stay the course in regards to our 

goals to protect our public land access to fossicking 

areas. To do that we must be united in our efforts & 

move on mass to achieve progress. Join your state 

association today. The information from the PMAV in 

this newsletter is a reminder that we must remain 

vigilant or we will lose our freedoms & rights in 

regards to accessing our bushland. Politicians are 

interested in re-election & they don’t really care about 

peoples hobbies. They move to where the power is & 

ultimately, what will ensure their future.  

PMAV….Victoria…. www.pmav.org.au 

NAPFA…NSW… www.napfa.net 

APLA…..WA….. www.apla.com.au 

NTDetecting & Prospectors Assoc…. NT.. Graham McMahon 

(08) 89852907 
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